Welcome to the network of the future!!!
Living Networks from airtango are the platforms where regional and global contents are combined
within a personalized and tailored network. This flexibility and dynamics offer significant added value
for all stake holders involved e.g. airtango partners increase the attractiveness of the site for their
customers and guests, affiliates benefit from the new precision in their communications with the end
customer and users will take advantage of personalized infotainment and individualized offers.
airtango Living Networks changes our way of living, thinking and working together with increasing
our creativity. It enhances our digital reach and at the same time makes it possible to focus more on
the concrete personal environment.
To strengthen our team, we are looking for a

Team Lead App Development (iOS/Android) (f/m)
for the airtango office in Islamabad, Pakistan.
What do we expect from you:
1- You are result oriented
2- Minimum of 5 years’ mobile application development experience (iOS & Android) that
includes architecture and design patterns
3- Excellent knowledge of Objective-C, Android SDK, Java and Android Studio
4- Comfortable dealing with API's and utilizing REST / JSON interfaces
5- Hands on experience with integration of server side APIs and web services
6- Experienced in building Apps, optimized for small/large screen devices
7- Working closely with other developers both mobile and backend teams
8- Knowledge of application submission (has published apps in the App Store)
9- Ideally, you have some experience of Agile software processes (Scrum, Kanban)
10- Fluent in English
What you should expect from us:
1- An excellent and professional working environment with an international culture and a highly
motivated team
2- A modern workplace with additional company benefits such as a canteen, fitness area etc...
3- An attractive salary as well as long-term prospects and a chance for performance based
benefits in an aggressively growing company
Want to be part of our family? Then please share with us your application and we will get back to you
as soon as possible to discuss the opportunity in detail.
airtango Private Limited
Islamabad, Pakistan
Apply Now

